
NEW INNOVATION - This unique travel pillow is the
only travel pillow with adjustable side supports. The design combines
a modern memory foam collar and two large adjustable side head
supports. These supports help keep the spine aligned and neck
ligaments not over extended, therefore reducing the risk of neck ache
during and after travel. 
100% UK designed & conforms to all relevant safety standards.

Based on the same design as the adult Roamwild Surround
pillow, this scaled down version is for little travellers.
Designed to be worn backwards to prevent the child’s head
flopping forwards, the unique design fully supports the
child’s head. Comes in two vibrant colours  100% UK
designed. Conforms to all relevant safety standards.

Tux
the penguin 

Roamwild Surround Pillow adult

• Memory foam with inflatable sides 

• Comes in 4 colours - Pink & Grey, Black & Grey, Red & Grey, Blue & Grey

Designed by: Oakthrift Corp 
All products patent pending and registered design
Tel: 011-44-208 327 0222    US office: 614-985-5600
sales@oakthrift.com www.oakthrift.com               

TOTALLY UNIQUE PRODUCTS!

Roamwild Surround Pillow For little travellers!

• Comes in 2 colours - Lime Green & Grey and Purple & Grey  
(images for illustration purposes only)

For the smaller travellers - this unique
product transforms any armrest into a comfy
pillow. Simply remove the blanket from
inside the toy and then slide the hollow toy
onto an armrest creating soft leaning area or
a comfy pillow to rest their weary heads on
& the blanket will keep them warm.
Conforms to all relevant safety standards.

Lilly
the ladybug 

Ralph
the rabbit 

Rex
the T-Rex

Same design as adult memory foam pillow but ALL inflatable for
compactness and for minimal storage and shipping - 
Comes packed in a full colour box and with its own carry bag.

Armrest buddy For the smaller travellers!

• Comes in 4 cute toy designs

Roamwild Surround Pillow child - Inflatable version

Same design as child memory foam pillow but ALL inflatable for
compactness and for minimal storage and shipping -
Comes packed in a full colour box and with its own carry bag.

Roamwild Surround Pillow adult - Inflatable version



Don’t eat or fly without your airtushi

airtushi 3+ Booster seat

• Suitable from 3 years 

Point of sale
merchandiser
displays 
are available for
all products -
examples of the
Roamwild
Surround pillow
and Airtushi are
pictured

Designed by: Oakthrift Corp.  All products patent pending and registered design
Tel: 011-44-208 327 0222    US office: 614-985-5600
sales@oakthrift.com  www.oakthrift.com               

airtushi The SAFE and portable child seating solution

• Suitable for 6 months to 3 years (or 15kg)

Fully inflatable. For the really small travellers, this is the ultimate
travel highchair: padded backrest, padded seat, padded semi rigid
sides to prevent sideways toppling, rigid front bumper bar to help the
child sit up. Bonus: Compact and lightweight, this self-supporting
booster is designed to be used with an airplane seat and lap belt. 
It has a twin air valve system for fast optimized inflation and rapid
deflation when on the go. Once you reach your destination,
Airtushi becomes a useful highchair accessory for self-catering
accommodation and for restaurant use where highchairs are not
readily available. Suitable for children from ages six months plus
to three years, Airtushi is 100% wipe clean and quick drying.
Conforms to all relevant safety standards - not to be used in
motor vehicles. Comes with its own carry bag.

Fully inflatable. For the ‘growing-up’ traveller. This handy
booster seat is ideal to use in the home or for travelling. Very
compact to store. Padded backrest, padded seat, padded semi
rigid sides. Bonus: Compact and lightweight, this self-
supporting booster is designed to be used with an airplane seat
and lap belt. It has a twin air valve system for fast optimized
inflation and rapid deflation when on the go. Once you reach
your destination, Airtushi becomes a useful booster seat
accessory for self-catering accommodation and for restaurant
use where highchairs are not readily available. Suitable for
children three years plus. The Airtushi Plus is 100% wipe clean
and quick drying. Conforms to all relevant safety standards - 
not to be used in motor vehicles. Comes with its own carry bag.


